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How the RPG is updated? RPG 2021 
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How are LRs considering the issues

Endorse the approach
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Group 
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Thematic break out groups

Review issues related to 
policies and measures and 

projections 

Facilitated by:

Ole-Kenneth Nielsen 
(Denmark)  

Supported by: 

Davor Vesligaj and Nalin 
Srivastava 

Review issues of cross-cutting 
nature and related to FTC 

support

Co-facilitated by:

Thelma Krug (Brazil) and 
Caroline Tagwireyi 

(Zimbabwe)

Supported by:

Karin Simonson, Martina 
Kuehner and Veronica 

Colerio 

You have been assigned to a group, taking into account your experience during 

reviews. The group list is available on the LRs meeting webpage. 



WOM projections 

scenario

Assumptions, models, 

methodologies, methods and 

results for GHG projections

Expected use of 

units from MBMs 

included in Party’s 

GHG projections

Use of notation keys for 

estimates of mitigation 

impacts in CTF table 3 

[RPG 2020]

Review issues related to policies and 

measures and projections



Support provided 

to Annex I 

Parties 

[RPG 2020]

How the support 

provided is “new 

and additional”

Endogenous capacities 

and technologies

Referenced 

documents

Resubmissions of the 

BR and BR CTF tables  

[RPG 2020]

Review issues of cross-cutting nature 

and related to FTC support
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Conclusions – After group discussions

• The LRs requested the secretariat to prepare the RPG 2021 by 

incorporating the approaches discussed and agreed at the eight meeting 

of LRs. These approaches include [cross-cutting], [policies and 

measures] and [projections] [FTC support] issues. The LRs agreed that 

the review approaches presented in the RPG 2021  will be applied by 

ERTs in the remaining reviews of BR4.

• The LRs also requested the secretariat to continue collecting 

information on and analysing the review-related issues raised by the 

ERTs during BR4 reviews, with a view to presenting them for discussion 

at the ninth meeting of LRs in 2022. 



Thank you!!


